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abstract
Time-resolved eclipse spectroscopy of the nova-like variable UX UMa obtained with the HST/FOS on
1994 August and November is analyzed with eclipse mapping techniques to produce spatially resolved spectra
of its accretion disc and gas stream as a function of distance from disc centre.
The inner accretion disc is characterized by a blue continuum lled with absorption bands and lines
which cross over to emission with increasing disc radius, similar to that reported by Rutten et al (1994) at
optical wavelengths. The comparison of spatially resolved spectra at dierent azimuths reveals a signicant
asymmetry in the disc emission at UV wavelengths, with the disc side closest to the secondary star showing
pronounced absorption by an ‘iron curtain’ and a Balmer jump in absorption. These results suggest the
existence of an absorbing ring of cold gas whose density and/or vertical scale increase with disc radius.
The spectrum of the infalling gas stream is noticeably dierent from the disc spectrum at the same radius
suggesting that gas overflows through the impact point at disc rim and continues along the stream trajectory,
producing distinct emission down to 0:1 RL1.
The spectrum of the uneclipsed light shows prominent emission lines of Ly, NV 1241, Si IV 1400,
C IV 1550, He II1640, and Mg II2800, and a UV continuum rising towards longer wavelengths. The
Balmer jump appears clearly in emission indicating that the uneclipsed light has an important contribution
from optically thin gas. The lines and optically thin continuum emission are most probably emitted in a
vertically extended disc chromosphere + wind.
The radial temperature proles of the continuum maps are well described by a steady-state disc model
in the inner and intermediate disc regions (R0:3RL1). There is evidence of an increase in the mass
accretion rate from August to November (from _M= 10−8:30:1 to 10−8:10:1 M yr
−1), in accordance
with the observed increase in brightness. Since the UXUMadiscseemstobeinahighmassaccretion; high−
viscosityregimeinbothepochs; thisresultsuggeststhatthemasstransferrateofUX UMavariessubstantially(’
50 per cent) on time scales of a few months.
It is suggested that the reason for the discrepancies between the prediction of the standard disc model
and observations is not an inadequate treatment of radiative transfer in the disc atmosphere, but rather the
presence of additional important sources of light in the system besides the accretion disc (e.g., optically thin
continuum emission from the disc wind and possible absorption by circumstellar cool gas).
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